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Missing or Illegible Nameplate(s)
This month I would like to briefly
discuss Nameplates and what to
do if you have a missing or illegible Nameplate.

b) When there is no jurisdiction, the replacement of
stamped data shall be authorized and witnessed by a National Board Commissioned
Inspector and the completed
Form NB-136 shall be submitted to the National Board.”

Nameplates are essential to Pressure Vessels. They are required
on all ASME Coded vessels.
They give the owner the information as to how the vessel was
fabricated, and are a direct link to
the U-1 Data Report that is required for all new ASME Coded
Vessels.
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All new ASME Coded vessel will
have the following information, at
a minimum, listed on the Nameplate ( in some instances the
information is literally stamped
on the vessel proper in lieu of a
nameplate, however, the standard
is to install a nameplate) :
1. Manufacturers Name,
2.Maximum Design Pressure and
Temperatures, 3. Minimum Design Temperature, 4.Serial Number, 5. National Board Number, 6.
Year Built, 7. Stamp under which
the unit was fabricated.
There is more information that
will be necessary depending on
how the vessel was fabricated; a
“W” will be stamped under the
fabrication stamp if the vessel is
welded, an RT designation if
there is x-ray, HT if the unit is
post weld heat treated. There are
also several different types of
Nameplates. ( we will cover the
different nameplates in another
newsletter)
I have attached an example of a
Trumbo ASME Nametag for reference.

National Board-5.2.2 Replacement of Stamped Data is as
follows:
If you have a vessel that is
missing a Nameplate or the
Nameplate is illegible. Part 2,
Section 5.2.1 a) of the National
Board states: “when the stamping on a pressure retaining item
becomes indistinct or the
nameplate is lost, illegible, or
detached, but traceability to the
original pressure retaining item
is still possible, the Inspector
shall instruct the Owner or user
to have the stamped data replaced. All re-stamping shall be
done in accordance with the
original code of construction,
except as modified herein. Request for permission to restamp or replace nameplates
shall be made to the Jurisdiction in which the pressure retaining item is installed. Application must be made on the
Replacement of Stamped Data Form,
NB-136 ( see NBIC Part 2, 5.3.2)
Proof of the original stamping
and other such data, as is available, shall be furnished with the
request. Permission from the
jurisdiction is not required for
the reattachment of nameplates
that are partially attached.

a) The re-stamping or replacement of data shall be witnessed by a National Board
Commissioned Inspector and
shall be identical to the original stamping.
b) The re-stamping or replacement of a code symbol
stamp shall be performed only
as permitted by the governing
code of construction
c) Replacement nameplates
shall be clearly marked “re-

placement.”
National Board-5.2.3
REPORTING
Form NB-136 shall be filed with
the Jurisdiction ( if required) or
the NB by the Owner or user
together with a facsimile of
the stamping or nameplate, as
applied, and shall also bear the
signature of the National Board
Commissioned Inspector who
witnessed the replacement.

NON FERROUS SURCHARGE CHART
Stainless and Nickel prices are mixed for February deliveries. Remember, this chart is for
surcharge only, it does not include the base price for materials.
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